BACKWASH OF A DREAM
Ah, sad and strange as in dark summer dawns
The earliest pipe of half-awaker**d birds
To dying ears when unto dying eyes
The casement slowly grows a glimmering square—
I might be dying for all anyone cares. Yd like to go and tell some-
one, but you can't wake people in the middle of die night, not
unless you're a monster, whether they're in the same room or
downstairs; there's something about sleep . . . and to wake a person
asleep, unless they have to go on duty or unless the house is on fire
(quite a calm probability nowadays) is the same sort of crime as
murder, though of course not quite so final. That's why, when I
ring up somebody too what-they-call-early and what I call "a
reasonable hour in the morning", and I can tell by their startled
husky voices that they had been still asleep, I put back the receiver
terribly softly and tiptoe away. Perhaps the tiptoeing is a little
silly, but I can't help it.
Bed. Bed at 3.35 a.m. A tumbled red-hot bed. Bed of the
Fakir's Honeymoon—did you see that drawing in the New Yorker ?
The Fakir with an encouraging smile was indicating their bridal
bed to his shy little wife. It was nicely prepared with drawing-pins
and tintacks pointing upwards*- Her expression showed clearly
what was passing through her mind: "1 wish you'd mentioned
this before we were married, instead of directly after** ... I can't
be sure whether her oriental upbringing allowed her actually to
say it. And that's the sort of bed I'm cuddling down on now,
thinking sweet brave thoughts . . . What do we do with them,
these thoughts 2 No use for salvage. Like when they cut hair;
there it lies all over the floor, excellent hair, your hair, and apparently,
though they can use chewed old bones and filthy old wire saucepan-
cleaners and decayed rubber balls, my beautiful, beautiful hair
lying in chunks and gobbets all over the lino, can only-, be used
to string harps; fat lot of use in war-time, except for Tara's Halls.
Worst thought of all: Injustice. The thought that keeps on
struggling to come back, the thought that you put out of the
window, so to speak, and it pops in again through the door—shall
I tell you what else it is ? It's a Bore. Sometimes you can wear
out the Bore-thought by just thinking it, thinking it endlessly, not
only three times over; you cart worry it, treat it like a football,
dribble it down the field, till at last you get in a rage and manage
to sling it out becayse it is such a bore and you don't see why you
need take up with it and walk out with it for more than two and
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